Story of Success
Too much demand was levied on me to cut a footpath for success through the
Translation Diploma. I left no stone unturned in search of the possible methods to
adopt for the preparation stage. Apart from the translation tools I had to get, the
emotional side regarding the Diploma was a nagging issue. I knew from the beginning
that a total integration into the courses and the group was necessary. It took me some
time.
What is more, my family played a major role by giving me the time and the freedom I
needed to attend the classes, and the financial support to help me finish the one-year
diploma successfully. Their supportive stance with me in times of stress and fatigue
was noticeable and worthy of praise. I will always be grateful to all my family
members for their help.
Moreover, I cannot forget the nights I spent reading my books and doing the
assignments. It was not easy to find time for all that. This is why I planned my days
carefully and minutely so that no clash would take place between my work and my
study. Accordingly, I used to give in my homework on time and reach the classroom
punctually. This conduct helped me win the favor of my teachers.
This carries me to the point that shows my innermost gratitude to my teachers. They
all proved professional and dedicated to the courses they were teaching. Moreover,
they spared no pains to give us all what we needed to successfully pass the tests and
make progress in our academic and vocational fields. Nothing of my praise can
actually give them what they deserve. I will always remember them for their faithful
performance and honest attitude towards their students.
Finally, the success in the diploma is mirrored in my work. I am now more confident
and knowledgeable. I feel now I am different in translation. The diploma is
responsible for securing me a good job in translation. This job has added to my
personality and my experiences. Accordingly, my life is better and brighter thanks to
all what I have mentioned above.
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